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We met with our target customer to understand their needs for the ideal portable car wash. Their key
needs included use by any sized passenger vehicle, washing the car as good as a community car wash,
and must be portable. We started by researching current products that could match these needs, and
then we sketched four of our own designs to match our customer’s needs. With these design sketches
we used a metrics tool to determine which design was the best. From there we did engineering
calculations to analyze the trouble spots in our design, such as the water pressure in our washing
system and the air speed from our drying system. With these calculations we found our design was
still feasible. From our design sketch we created a parts list, purchased items from local hardware
stores, and then started constructing our prototype. Once the design was constructed, a CAD model
was created to document the exact design and dimensions of the final prototype.
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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

VALUE PROPOSITION / PROJECT SUGGESTION
This project will design a portable car wash station. This would be an ideal system that could
be rented by various charitable organizations for use during fund-raising car wash events. There
would be an initial rinse, then foam cleaning, manual scrub, then final rinse. Ideally there would be a
compressed air dry as well.
1.2

LIST OF TEAM MEMBERS
Project Manager: Sarah Wilson
Design Engineer: Coleman Kaufman
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION STUDY

2.1

DESIGN BRIEF
We will build a portable car wash station that is easy to transport, set-up, and use for groups
who want to do community car washes. This car wash will have an initial rinse, then foam
cleaning, manual scrub, then final rinse. With resources and time permitting, the car wash will
include a compressed air dry.
2.2 BACKGROUND SUMMARY
Portable Car Wash Machine:
https://sinostargarage.en.alibaba.com/product/Sino_Star_rollover_car_wash_machine
By Sino Star
Rolling Arch Design

Figure 1: Sino Star Car Washer
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Portable Home Car Wash:
https://www.amazon.com/Electric-Car-Pressure-Household-Portable/dp/B07HF3NJWX?th=1

Figure 2: Portable Wash Station
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3
3.1

CONCEPT DESIGN AND SPECIFICATION
USER NEEDS AND METRICS
Table 1: User Needs and Metrics

No.

Need

Importance

Metric

Units

Min
Value

Max
Value

1

Must fit all standard sized
passenger vehicles

5

Height

ft

7

8

Width

ft

8

10

Time

hr

0.5

2

Integer

ppl

3

5

2

Product should require a
moderate amount of time and
effort to put up

4

3

Disassembled product should
be able to fit in a pickup truck

5

Volume

truck bed

1

2

4

Product should run with as
little human assistance as
possible

3

Integer

ppl

1

3

5

Should be just as fast or faster
than a community car wash

5

Time

min

3

8

6

Product should be able to jump
between cycles

5

Boolean

-

0

1

7

Product should be adaptable to
allow for water recycling in
the future

4

Boolean

-

0

1

9

Use as little water as possible

5

Fluid
Volume

gallon

10

85

10

Product should have a
compressed air dryer that
removes most of the water

4

Percentage

Water
removed

50%

100%

12

Product should make cars at
least as clean as if they were
driven through the rain

2

Integer

Marks

0

5

14

Should only require 2-3 people
to car the parts for assembly

4

Weight

lbs

300

475

15

Product design has a hook that
makes it marketable

5

Boolean

-

0

1
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3.1.1

Record of the user needs interview
Table 2: User Needs Interview

Project: Portable Car Wash Station
Prompt: An ideal system that could be rented by various organizations for fund-raising car wash
events. There should be four cycles: initial rinse, then foam cleaning, manual scrub, then final
rinse. Ideally there would be a compressed air dry as well.
Client: Craig Giesmann and Mark Jakiela
Interviewers: Coleman Kaufman & Sarah Wilson
Date: 6/28/21
Product/Method Currently Using: Charity car wash
No.

Question

1

2

Interpreted Needs

Importance
(1 low - 5
high)

What sized cars can All passenger vehicles.
use this product?
Don’t want commercial
vehicles
No campers.

All standard sized
passenger vehicles

5

How long should
the product take to
set up?

1-2 hours for set-up with
4-5 people

4

How many people
do you want to set
up the product?

Interview Notes

1-2 hours
4-5 people
**Not something the average
residential person would buy
**Idea is to have something
that is “easy”

3

What type of
vehicle would you
want to transport
the product?

Pickup truck

Pickup truck

5

4

What is the
minimum number
of people you want
using the product
while in use?

The more automation the
more cars can be washed.
However, people can be used
as a resource.
What does the wash cost and
what do you get?

It should take only 1-3
people for the product to
run and function.

3

5

How long should it
take to completely
wash one car?

Compare time to regular
community car wash
8 cars/hr 20 ppl - regular car
wash 20 cars/hr 5 ppl

The baseline goal is to be
as fast as a regular
community car wash.
But being faster is much
better.

5

8

6

Should the product
be able to conduct
any stage of the
wash at any time?

Yes, should be able to jump
around each cycle.

Yes, should be able to
jump between cycles.

5

7

Does the product
need to recycle
water?

Would make it way more
marketable in coastal states.

No, this does not need to
be a part of the original
design, but design the
product so that it could
be adapted to allow for
recycling.

4

Car washes are impossible to
permit rn.
Not part of the original
design but design the product
so that it could be adapted to
allow a recycling.
Not included in the
prototype.

8

How automated
should the product
be?

More automation,less
real-world applicability,
needs to improve upon
traditional bucket/rags, but
not be so automated to be
complex and leave people
out.

The product should use
automation to make car
washing faster, but it
should not drastically
reduce the amount of
people helping.

5

9

How much water
can be used per
car?

Least amount of water
possible. Hard to permit car
wash.

Use as little water as
possible.

5

10

Does the product
need to dry the
vehicles?

Ideally yes.
Power is there anyways.
Compressed air would be
ideal for the majority of the
water.
Final detail is dry by people.

Ideally, yes. The
compressed air should
remove the majority of
the water, and then the
manual towel dry would
get the rest.

4

11

How wide can the
product be when
fully assembled?

No size requirement. Using
a public parking lot. Where
there is access to power,
water, and compressed air.

No size requirement.

1

12

How would you
define a washed

Hood white-glove test
At least as clean as if driven

At least as clean as if the
car was driven through

2

9

13

14

car?

in the rain.

How marks can be
left after one wash?

Compare to any other
community car wash

How affordable
does this product
need to be?

$5 - $10 per wash

Does the product
need to be
lightweight?

2-3 people needed
No cranes or machinery

Research local commercial
car washes

the rain.

Ideally, the car wash
price should be cheaper
than going to a
commercial car wash.
Around $5 - $10.

3

Should only require 2-3
people to car the parts for
assembly

4

The product should have
some kind of hook that
makes it get noticed,
ideally for an
environmentally friendly
reason.

5

1 person setting up a tenttype hard
15

How marketable
should this product
be?

Give it a hook:
Come support us in an
environmentally safe way:
(Minimize water, Runnable
off car, Separate water tank)
Unique from other machines
Come get your car washed
where the city said that there
couldn’t be a permanent one
Make headlines

3.1.2
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

List of identified metrics
Height
Width
Time
Integer
Volume
Fluid Volume
Percentage
Weight
Boolean
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3.1.3

Table/list of quantified needs equations
Table 3: Design 1

Table 4: Design 2
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Table 5: Design 3

Table 6: Design 4
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3.2 CONCEPT DRAWINGS
Design #1

Figure 3: Design 1
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Design #2

Figure 4: Design 2
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Design #3

Figure 5: Design 3

15

Design#4

Figure 6: Design 4
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3.3

CONCEPT SELECTION PROCESS

3.3.1

Concept scoring (not screening)
Each design was scored using the happiness equations derived from the user's needs. Their
scores were calculated, compared to one another, and design 1 had the greatest happiness score.
Table 7: Concept Scoring
Design

Happiness Score

1

0.8107

2

0.8002

3

0.7111

4

0.8095

3.3.2

Preliminary analysis of each concept’s physical feasibility
For designs #1 and #3, creating a rounded arch using PVC and piping materials will
be impossible. To closely mimic this design, a quasi-arch design will be formed
using 45 degree elbows. For the quasi-arch design and design #2, both will need a
water pump to increase the pressure of the water to reach the designated height of 8
ft. Design #4 does not have any special requirements. The requirements for all of
the designs are easily attainable and therefore all of the designs are feasible.
3.3.3

Final summary statement
Design #1 was chosen because the design allows for cars to drive through quickly,
increasing the number of customers. The design is also automatic, lightweight, and
compatible for portability. These three criteria were very important to the customer
and were the driving factors behind picking this design. Also, since the design is
stationary the risk of equipment hitting or scratching the vehicle is minimized. For
this design to improve, the client suggests a water collection apparatus be added so
run-off does not flow into storm drains.
Design #2 was not chosen primarily because it was an overly complicated design
that would require the cars to drive clockwise and then counterclockwise just to rinse
both sides of the vehicle. This changing directions could result in multiple car
collisions which is too much of a risk. Design #3 was very similar to design #1, but
because the system was on wheels there was a risk of the users accidentally
scratching the cars as they rolled the arch across the car. Design #4 was not chosen
because it was not marketable. There was not automatic feature to this design
which made it unappealing to the customer.
3.4 PROPOSED PERFORMANCE MEASURES FOR THE DESIGN
Need #5: Design must do a faster wash than a typical community car wash.
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4
4.1

EMBODIMENT AND FABRICATION PLAN
EMBODIMENT/ASSEMBLY DRAWING

Figure 7: Arch 1 Sketch
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Figure 8: Arch 2 and Dryer Table Sketch
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4.2

PARTS LIST
Table 8: Parts List

Part No.

Part Name

1

Wooden Frame

2

1¼ inch PVC

3

Garden Hose

4

45 degree PVC Joint

5

1¼ inch PVC Threaded End Cap

6

Tee PVC Joint

7

1¼“ Slip to ¾” Male PVC Adapter

8

Fertilizer Spray Jug (for soap)

9

Pipe Strap

10

Bolt

11

Screw

12

Y-Splitter Valve

13

1¼“ Slip to ¾” Female PVC Adapter

14

Electric Leaf Blower

15

Pipe Ring Clamp

16

4” to 6” Duct Expander

17

6” Round to Rectangular Duct Adapter
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4.3

DRAFT DETAIL DRAWINGS FOR EACH MANUFACTURED PART

Figure 9: Arch Frame Sketch
4.4

DESCRIPTION OF THE DESIGN RATIONALE

The arches are designed to have an inner width and height of 9 feet and 8 feet, respectively. This will
ensure that even a large pickup truck will be able to fit through the archway with a foot of clearance
on each side. Also with these dimensions, a small smart-car will still be able to be rinsed with an
effective amount of water pressure. 1¼“ PVC pipe was chosen because this size would fill with water
quickly, the material is cost effective, and it can withstand the project’s constraint of water pressure at
40 psi. The wooden frame was chosen for stability of the entire piping network. Since the water in
the top tube of the arch will only weigh 3.2 lbs (see calculation 1) the wooden frame is still necessary
so the piping will not be knocked over by a large gust of wind. 45 degree angle PVC joints were
chosen to reduce pressure loss. Neglecting fittings, the height of 8 feet would only reduce the water
outlet orifice pressure to 36.5 psi (see calculation 2). Lastly, the leaf blower was chosen because it is
a cost effective machine that will output 450 CFM and the duct fittings will cause the airflow to be
focused on a smaller area.
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5

ENGINEERING ANALYSIS

5.1

ENGINEERING ANALYSIS PROPOSAL

5.1.1

Signed engineering analysis contract

Figure 10: Analysis Approval
5.2

ENGINEERING ANALYSIS RESULTS

5.2.1

Motivation
The pressure loss of Arch #1 design is crucial because it will determine the water pressure at
the outlet. Based on these calculations, either a pump will need to be added to the system or the
length of hose leading to the arch will need to be no longer than 50 ft. The air velocity at the outlet of
22

the dryer will determine how well the watercan be blown off the cars for an initial dry. Based on
these preliminary calculations, the leaf blower with duct attachments should produce a faster air
speed.1.Based on secondary measurements, the leaf blower without any attachments will produce the
fastest air speed.
5.2.2

Summary statement of analysis done
The Bernoulli equation was used to calculate the outlet air velocity of the dryer system. Air
velocity measurements were taken for different fixtures on the leaf blower to determine the most
effective design. Equivalent length pressure loss equations were done to find the final pressure of the
rinse and suds systems on Arch #1.
5.2.3

Methodology
For the water pressure loss of Arch #1, a table was used to find the equivalent length of head
loss for each pipe fixture.Then these losses were converted to psi and subtracted from the initial tap
pressure of 40psi. For the leaf blower, a homemade manometer was used to measure the initial
pressure in the leaf blower.

Figure 11: Manometer Pressure Measurement
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5.2.4

Results

Figure 12: Outlet Air Speed Calculations
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Table 9: Outlet Velocity Measurements
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Figure 13: Water Pressure Calculations
5.2.5

Significance
Based on the pressure loss calculations, a pump may be needed for the final prototype. This
would involve an increased budget and rushed shipping time to work. Or, the hose length will need to
be less than 50 ft.ii.Based on the dryer air velocity calculations, allduct fixtures will be removed and
the leaf blower will be used to blow the water off of the cars.
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6

RISK ASSESSMENT

6.1 RISK IDENTIFICATION
Design phase risks include incorrect calculations, not meeting all related codes and standards, and
neglecting environmental impacts. Construction phase risks include weather impacts and safety
failures. The overall risk for this project is not staying on schedule.
6.2 RISK ANALYSIS
Incorrect calculations will cause the water pressure in the arches and the air speed of the dryer to be
too low. This risk would be triggered by lack of experience with fluid dynamic calculations or being
rushed to get calculations done to meet deadlines. To prevent this, we used Microsoft Project to keep
on schedule as well as double checking all calculations.
Not meeting code and standards and neglecting environmental impact can all lead to our prototype
being restricted from mass production and patenting. We used engineering databases to research the
codes and standards that our design would have to meet to build a successful prototype.
To test our prototype the weather will have to have no precipitation with above freezing temperatures.
Any rain will skew the results of the water coverage on the vehicle being washed. To prevent this
risk we used weather radar and planned out the day we would test our prototype.
The safety risk is due to the chemical exposure from PVC glue. To prevent this and any other safety
risks during the construction phase, the PVC was glued outside for maximum ventilation and another
person was always on site during construction.
The final risk was falling behind on schedule and not meeting the final due date. Using Microsoft
Projects we created a structured schedule and assigned ourselves to tasks. When we fell behind on
tasks we would use zoom video calls to communicate issues and help each other with problem
solving.
6.3 RISK PRIORITIZATION
We used a risk registry matrix to categorize these possible risks for our project. We then used an
impact vs probability matrix to rate which risks needed priority. Two of the greatest risks were
incorrect calculations and negatively impacting the environment. Incorrect calculations would have
the largest impact on our project and the environmental risk had the highest probability of occuring.
Yet, since we planned for our prototype to be attachable to a water collection and recycling system,
we accepted and absorbed this risk. This left us with scheduling being our greatest risk factor.
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Table 10.a: Risk Register

Table 10.b: Risk Register Cont.
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7

CODES AND STANDARDS

7.1

IDENTIFICATION
A. ASTM D1785 - 21 Standard Specification for Poly(Vinyl Chloride) (PVC) Plastic Pipe,
Schedules 40, 80, and 120
B. ISO 1403:2019 Rubber hoses, textile-reinforced, for general-purpose water applications —
Specification
C. ISO/TC 165 Timber structures

7.2

JUSTIFICATION
A. This standard outlines the standards for workmanship, dimensions, and pressure
specifications for PVC pipe. Understanding what the limitations of PVC piping are and how
to work with the material properly will be important for the design and building of our car
wash system.
B. This standard outlines the requirements for the type of hoses we will likely be using in our
design. Knowing what the design requirements for the hoses themselves are will help us
better decide if they are appropriate for our design.
C. This standard specifies the requirements of design, properties, and performance of timer. The
wooden frame in our design will have to support the weight of the PVC piping system while
still being able to be disassembled for transport. Understanding how timber behaves
structurally is of interest to our design.

7.3

DESIGN CONSTRAINTS

7.3.1
●
●
●

Functional
Water pressure within car wash system being within specifications
Water hoses meet sizing requirements
Dimensions of PVC pipe used are appropriate (Schedule)

7.3.2
●
●

Safety
Timber used to build prototype allows meets structure requirements
Water hoses meet pressure requirements outlined in our analysis

7.3.3
●

Quality
Assembly of PVC is done correctly.

7.4

SIGNIFICANCE
A. In the final prototype, the size of the PVC pipe used, overall assembly of the piping system
will be affected by this standard.
B. The diameter and length of the water hoses in our design will be affected by this standard.
C. The dimensions of the timber used in our design, and the type of timber used will be affected
by this standard.
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8

WORKING PROTOTYPE

PROTOTYPE PHOTOS
8.1
At least two digital photographs showing the prototype

Figure 14: Prototype Arches

Figure 15: Prototype Dryer
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8.2
WORKING PROTOTYPE VIDEO
A short video clip that shows the final prototype performing. Include a YouTube link. Make sure your
video is public
https://youtu.be/NgUVO0SGkhE
8.3
PROTOTYPE COMPONENTS
At least four additional digital photographs and their explanations

Figure 16: Broken Down Arches
The disassembled car wash is able to fit in a standard sized pickup truck bed (96”x 65”). This is
achieved by having the pvc piping system removable from the supporting arches. The arches also can
be disassembled via the removable bolts at each corner of the arch.
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Figure 17: Hose to PVC Connection
In order to use a standard garden hose as a water hookup, adapters were used. Brass fittings converted
the male ends of the hose to a female hose end with a swivel mount, then to a garden-hose-to-pvc
adapter, into a 1.25” pvc threaded bushing. The main 1.25” straight pipe was connected to the adapter
via a straight 1.25” coupling.
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Figure 18: Wye Valve Connection
On the first arch, two separate piping systems required water pressure at the same time. A y-splitter at
the source hose was used to provide both piping systems on either side of the arch with adequate
water pressure at the same time.The car being washed would only have to drive through the first arch
once in order to be rinsed and sprayed with suds.
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Figure 19: Suds Bottle Spray
The suds dispensers used are garden fertilizer sprayers filled with soapy water. The sprayers provide a
wide spray pattern that coats the entire car with soap. The sprayers are also mounted in the corners of
the arches at a 45 degree angle to the horizon to help with complete coverage of the car.
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Figure 20: PVC Spray
The water jets for the initial and final rinse are 1/16” holes drilled through the PVC pipe. The initial
rinse jets are angled forward slightly so the initial rinse does not accidentally wash off the suds
dispensed by the following suds step before the manual scrub is complete. The jet pattern was made
so that the top, middle, and lower part of the car is covered by the initial and final rinse.
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9.1

DESIGN DOCUMENTATION
FINAL DRAWINGS AND DOCUMENTATION

Figure 21: CAD Model Rinse Arch
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Figure 22: CAD Model Suds Arch
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Figure 23: CAD Model Dryer
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9.1.1 Engineering Drawings
See Appendix C for the individual CAD models.

Figure 24: Arch Frame Drawing

Figure 25: Rinse System Drawing
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Figure 26: Suds System Drawing

Figure 27: Dryer Stand Drawing
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9.1.2

Sourcing instructions
Table 11: Sourcing Instructions

Portable Car Wash Part Sourcing Instructions

Part

Quantity

Description

Source

Price
(per
unit)

2x4 Lumber

Used as vertical members of
Hardware Store Some scrap 2x4
each arch,construction of the wood can be used (arch feet and
5 blower stand, and for arch feet. blower stand)

$3.98

2x6 Lumber

Used as a horizontal member
2 of each arch.

Hardware Store

$6.82

3" Wood
Screws

Used to install shims onto the
arch so that the PVC piping
systems mount on a flush
surface and construction of the
16 blower stand.
Hardware Store

$5.98

1" Wood
Screws

Used to screw down
32 L-brackets.

Hardware Store

$5.81

3"
L-Brackets

Used to join the arch feet to
the vertical members on each
8 arch.

Hardware Store

$4.10

Hex Bolts

Used to join the horizontal
member of an arch to its
8 vertical members.

Hardware Store

$2.61

Used to join the horizontal
member of an arch to its
16 vertical members.

Hardware Store

$0.18

Nuts

Used to join the horizontal
member of an arch to its
8 vertical members.

Hardware Store

$0.33

10'x1.25"
PVC

6 Used for each piping system.

Hardware Store

$7.96

1.25" Tee
Fitting

Used in the suds piping system
to attach the suds sprayer to
2 the PVC piping system.
Hardware Store

$2.41

1.25"
Straight
Coupling

Allows the 1.25" PVC pipe to
connect to the 1.25"-3/4" PVC
5 bushing.
Hardware Store

$1.59

1.25" End
Cap

Caps off the end of each
3 piping system.

Hardware Store

$1.11

11 Used to construct archway

Hardware Store

$1.87

Washers

1.25" 45

42

Degree
Elbow

shape of each PVC piping
system.

1.25"-3/4"
PVC
Bushing

Adapts straight 1.25" PVC
pipe to a threaded 3/4" PVC
5 fitting.

Plumbing Supply Store (only
available in-store)

$4.23

PVC to Male
Hose Adapter

Adapts 3/4" PVC female
threads to 3/4" male hose
5 threads.

Hardware Store

$4.59

Male to
Female Hose
Adapter

Adapts 3/4" male hose threads
3 to 3/4" female threads.
Hardware Store

$2.48

Fertilizer
Sprayer

2 Sprays suds onto car.

Hardware Store Use sprayers
that are already owned

Bungee Cord

Secures PVC piping systems
8 to each archway.

Hardware Store Borrow bungee
cords that already have been
purchased.

$2.00

PVC Primer

Used in the construction of
1 PVC piping system.

Hardware Store

$4.92

PVC Glue

Used in the construction of
1 PVC piping system.

Hardware Store

$6.92

Teflon Tape

Used to seal any threaded
connections in PVC piping
1 system.

Hardware Store

$0.54

Leaf Blower

Is the "blower" part of the
2 dryign system.

Hardware Store Borrow the
household leaf blower.

Velcro Strap

Holds down leafblower
1 trigger.

Hardware Store

$9.97

6ft Hose

Connects y-splitter to PVC
piping systems on the first
2 arch.

Hardware Store Borrow
household hoses.

$9.98

100ft Hose

Connects taps to arch piping
2 system.

Hardware Store Borrow
household hoses.

$24.98

Wye Valve

Splits water source between
the initial rinse and suds
1 piping systems.

Hardware Store

9.2

$13.80

$69.97

9.98

Final Presentation

Link to the video presentation:
Link to Demo:

Portable Car Wash Final Presentation

Car Wash Demo
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10 Teardown
All materials will be either returned to where they were borrowed from, or turned back in to be
recycled for future project use.
11

Appendix A - Parts List
Table 12: Initial Parts List
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Item Description
Graden Hose 5/8"
1.25"x10' PVC
Hose Y-Splitter
1.25" 45-degree elbow
Hanger Iron
2x4 Lumber 8ft
Misc Hardware
1.25" Tee Fitting
1.25" PVC End Cap
1.25" PVC 90 Degree
Leaf Blower
Suds
Container/Despenser
Hose Adapter
PVC Purple Primer
PVC Glue
Archway Bolts

Unit Cost
$8.26
$6.96
$10.00
$1.74
$3.28
$4.27
$10.00
$1.76
$0.67
$1.00
$39.98

Qty.
4
6
1
12
1
6
1
2
2
0
0

$10.00
$1.68
$4.92
$7.98
$4.00

2
2
1
1
8

Total
$33.04
$41.76
$10.00
$20.88
$3.28
$25.62
$10.00
$3.52
$1.34
$0.00
$0.00
$20.00
$3.36
$4.92
$7.98
$32.00
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APPENDIX B - BILL OF MATERIALS
Table 13: Bill of Materials
Total Cost
(purchasing all
parts)

Part

Quantity

Price (per unit)

Total Cost
(scrounging parts)

2x4 Lumber

5

$3.98

$19.90

$19.90

2x6 Lumber

2

$6.82

$13.64

$13.64

3" Wood Screws

16

$5.98

0

$5.98

1" Wood Screws

32

$5.81

0

$5.81

3" L-Brackets

8

$4.10

$32.80

$32.80

Hex Bolts

8

$2.61

$20.88

$20.88

Washers

16

$0.18

$2.88

$2.88

Nuts

8

$0.33

$2.64

$2.64

10'x1.25" PVC

6

$7.96

$47.76

$47.76

1.25" Tee Fitting

2

$2.41

$4.82

$4.82

1.25" Straight
Coupling

5

$1.59

$7.95

$7.95

1.25" End Cap

3

$1.11

$3.33

$3.33

1.25" 45 Degree
Elbow

11

$1.87

$20.57

$20.57

1.25"-3/4" PVC
Bushing

5

$4.23

$21.15

$21.15

PVC to Male Hose
Adapter

5

$4.59

$22.95

$22.95

Male to Female
Hose Adapter

3

$2.48

$7.44

$7.44

Fertilizer Sprayer

2

$13.80

0

$27.60

Bungee Cord

8

$2.00

0

$16.00

PVC Primer

1

$4.92

$4.92

$4.92

PVC Glue

1

$6.92

$6.92

$6.92

Teflon Tape

1

$0.54

$0.54

$0.54

Leaf Blower

2

$69.97

0

$139.94

Velcro Strap

1

$9.97

$9.97

$9.97

6ft Hose

2

$9.98

$19.96

$19.96

100ft Hose

2

$24.98

0

$49.96

Wye Valve

1

9.98

9.98

9.98

TOTALS:

$281.00

$526.29
45
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APPENDIX C – COMPLETE LIST OF ENGINEERING DRAWINGS

Final_Assembly_Drawing_Sheets.PDF
14
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